Richpeace Double Needle Universal
Rotating Sewing Machine

Arbitrary
rotation
Double
stitch
Highquality
Performance:
Adopt the independent drive rotary head to realize the complete imitation manual
stitching, the sewing quality is high;
When sewing thick material, the machine head is lifted and downed to ensure the
working space, which is suitable for sewing with various clamps;
Double Needle and double Wire tracking at any Angle to Realize perfect stitching;
Pattern of arbitrary design, unrestricted;
Adopt 10-inch LCD touch screen to provide high-definition picture;
Controlled by motor the lifting position of the foot is controlled by the motor, and the
sewing effect is stable when stitching is done;
Using USB port, it is not only easy to input data, but also to save large data;
Full servo motor is used to realize stable sewing, which is suitable for various
sewing conditions.

Application:
Suitable for automotive seat, airbag, interior, furniture, home textile, ship, aviation, etc.
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《Richpeace Double Needle Universal Rotating Sewing Machine》
Machine introduction
Model

RPAS-HM-1-900×600-A-2.6-LH,RH

Parameters

Working area

900*600 mm（Other sizes can be customized）

Dimension

2380*2330*1800 mm

Top speed

2000Needle / minute (The length of seam material, thread and trace determines the working speed.)

Applicable machine needle

DP×17 (18#-23#)

Needle distance

4-10mm (Can be customized)

Stitch length

12.7 (maximum)

Trace type

lock stitch

Foot stroke

4.8-10.4 (mm)

Lift height

100 (mm)

Applicable Suture

Cotton yarn polyester thread.

Sewing object

Leather, airbag, etc.

Cutting line

High efficiency and stability of cam cutting line.

presser foot

Programmable pressing foot automatically adapts to thickness change of fabric.

pattern of pattern

Import DXF files directly, and you can sew by simply setting them up on the device.

Pattern transmission

USB interface, wireless network interface.

Outline

The method of upper hook line is adopted to realize the needle without bird's nest.

Configuration

Machine head tracking rotation and rotary
shuttle tracking and rotation adoption
Simultaneous Control of Independent
Servo Motor.

Equipped with automatic clip line function,
ensure good stitching and bird nest
prevention.

The machine is provided with a highprecision detection template in place
function, accurate detection of template
placement in place.

Use of Italy's 2.6-fold spinning Shuttle
with large Line capacity.

Use motor to control the lifting and position
of the press foot.

The shearing line adopts an electromagnet
cam thread trimming mode , and the thread
trimming efficiency is high.

